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00:00
[Music]

00:19
Welcome to iPodcast today we'll be

00:24
discussing some additions to our site

00:27
which is iPodcast org where we have a

00:32
quality feed directory of the top

00:35
podcasts in the world we've recently

00:39
added many new number-one rated shows to

00:43
our feed so you can go to I podcasts org

00:46
and then at the top you can click on

00:49
directory or on the first page you can

00:52
also click on directory and in directory

00:55
you'll see various genres such as news

00:59
that NPR BBC and PBS News hour you'll see

01:05
our paranormal podcast including Thee End

01:08
the famous mystic Sollog shows from real

01:14
paranormal and also shows from ancient

01:18
mystery we have our comedy podcast

01:22
featuring Joe Rogan experience as well

01:26
as the Steve Harvey podcast and Howard

01:29
stain Stern clips we also have talk

01:33
radio podcast listing now where you can

01:37
see some of the top radio shows for talk

01:42
radio now have podcasts such as the

01:44
Glenn Beck podcast Rush Limbaugh podcast

01:48
Sean Hannity podcast all these feeds are



01:51
on our site now we also have sports

01:54
podcast featuring ESPN sports Jim Rome

01:58
and the Mike and Mike show author

02:00
podcasts we have Freakanomics and also

02:07
Anthropocene Reviewed which is the John

02:11
Green podcast will be adding many more

02:13
author podcasts as well we have true

02:16
crime podcasts featuring the murder

02:20
squad analysis of murder by dr. Phil

02:25
root of evil the black Delilah murder in

02:28
cold another true crime podcast we're

02:34
also adding many dramas or fiction

02:39
podcast and we'll be adding as well many

02:42
podcasts for other genres including

02:46
health young adults teens podcast about

02:52
movies TV shows politics and books so we

02:58
now have a pretty complete directory

03:01
featuring many top shows some of the

03:04
busiest podcasts or most popular

03:07
podcasts in the world are now on our

03:10
directory feed the rest of the show I'll

03:13
be discussing what's going on in the

03:16
industry of podcasts a little over a

03:19
week ago luminary podcast launched

03:23
luminary podcast.com is their URL not



03:28
to be confused with luminary comm a

03:30
digital agency a lot of podcasters were

03:35
upset with the way luminary started

03:38
their launch they have several shows

03:41
that they're trying to keep exclusive to

03:46
their network so they can try to emulate

03:48
the Netflix business model where people

03:52
gonna pay for a premium to listen to

03:56
their network shows a lot of popular

03:59
podcasts have requested that their feeds

04:04
be removed from the luminary podcast

04:08
feed system for various reasons

04:12
including proxy masking there was a big

04:16
venture capital investment behind

04:20
luminary podcasts supposedly a hundred

04:22
million dollars with Spotify putting

04:27
almost 500 million into podcast network

04:31
acquisitions the whole industry is on a

04:36
huge growth spurt

04:39
including income spurt from monetizing

04:44
various shows through in show

04:48
advertising as was done for years on

04:53
radio networks now some of the top shows

04:57
are gonna be moved behind paywalls so

05:03
subscriptions services such as Spotify



05:07
and Apple music Google Play are all

05:12
trying to put some of the top podcasts

05:18
behind paywalls whether they'll put the

05:21
whole show behind a paywall or just have

05:24
commercial free versions of it etc you

05:29
know the future is really unknown for

05:32
how podcast broadcasting will end up but

05:38
for now our site is geared towards being

05:41
a original show which this is and also

05:45
having dozens of shows in the one media

05:49
company as either early release or semi

05:54
exclusive shows one media has over 300

05:59
business and local search portals they

06:03
have a lot of content news and

06:05
entertainment also a lot of content as

06:09
far as books a lot of authors a lot of

06:13
paranormal related shows including the

06:16
famous mystic so log real paranormal one

06:19
UFOs the end so our network will be

06:24
centered around having lots of original

06:28
content by one media which is our parent

06:31
company and also creating directories

06:36
based on what our opinion in the opinion

06:39
of many other listeners to podcasts as

06:42
to what are the top podcast so we can



06:46
feature them in our John root directory

06:49
with 700,000 podcast shows

06:52
it's not our intent to deliver feeds for

06:56
all of these shows a lot of these shows

06:58
won't exist tomorrow or a month from now

07:02
or a year from now the industry is

07:05
rapidly growing a lot of podcast shows

07:08
are appearing and disappearing as fast

07:10
as they appear and it is our goal to

07:13
provide you that listen there are a user

07:15
of our website access or easy access to

07:20
what are viewed by many is the top

07:23
podcast in their Genre this is the i

07:29
podcast show and that's it for today

07:33
folks so have a great day

07:35
[Music]
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